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What's New in the?

Free Portable Save the setup file to a pen
drive Compatible with Windows XP, Vista
and Windows 7 Generate or test CRC for
multiple files Compute CRC of different
file types Test CRC with multiple files
Check CRC of new and older files Log
missing, changed and successful Test a
range of file sizes Scan a directory Speed
test Accept multiple files Computes CRCs
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of several files at once Calculates CRCs
for multiple files Fast and responsive
Generate and test CRC for multiple files
CRC-29 Review Dexadine's CRC Tool 30
Nov 2016 10:40:07 +0000Now you can
easily generate and test CRC codes in a
few seconds. This is a perfect, portable
tool, and you can save it to a pen drive
and run it on any PC without worrying
about the registry
configurations.Generate and test CRC
codes in a few seconds. This is a perfect,
portable tool, and you can save it to a pen
drive and run it on any PC without
worrying about the registry
configurations. Now you can easily
generate and test CRC codes in a few
seconds. This is a perfect, portable tool,
and you can save it to a pen drive and run
it on any PC without worrying about the
registry configurations. Portability
benefits Since there is no setup pack



involved, you can save the executable file
anywhere on the disk and just click it to
launch Dexadine's CRC Tool. Otherwise,
you can save it to a pen drive to directly
run it on any PC with minimum effort.
Unlike most installers, it doesn't modify
the Windows registry configuration.
Intuitive interface and options The GUI is
rather user-friendly, based on a single
window with a clear-cut structure that
shows all options available. The tool
generates CRCs for multiple files at the
same time, so you can indicate a base
directory. Generate and test CRCs After
specifying the test type (Triple Interlaced
CRC, Standard ISO CRC, or file size only),
you can apply file filters or take all items
into account, and



System Requirements:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 Service
Pack 1 or higher (64-bit operating system
only) CPU: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo or AMD
Phenom™ II X4 processor 2.4 GHz or
faster RAM: 2 GB Video: Windows® XP or
newer ATI® HD 2400 or newer Voodoo®
1 or newer NVIDIA® Geforce® FX-series
or newer DirectX® 9.0c compatible
Sound Card:
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